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Claims conflict on success
for boycott of econ classes
By Phil Trounstine
The largest faculty union on campus
Tuesday asked SJSU President John H.
Bunzel to provide it "with a
specification of charges" against
Economics Department faculty.
The request came in a letter to Bunzel
from Dr. Bud R. Hutchinson, executive
secretary of United Professors of
California (UPC).
It was the first official faculty
response to Bunzel’s decision last week
to prohibit economics professors from
participation in personnel matters
within their department.
’Guilty and sentenced’
"The members of the Economics
Department have been found guilty and
sentenced, Hutchinson charges,
"before they have been informed of the
charges against them."
Hutchinson agreed serious differences exist within the department,
but said the committee which investigated the situation had not been
impartial because its members had
the ad"appointed by
been

Eton debate rages
By Dennis Matthews
Members of the Economics Student
Association (ESA) have been actively
encouraging students not to enroll in 16
economics classes which would have
been taught by three professors who
were fired last spring.
Dehired from the department last
semester were David Landes, Gayle
Southworth, and Andrew Parnes, all
full-time, but temporary, lecturers.
Although spokesman for the ESA
contend five classes in the Economics
Department have been cancelled as a
result of their current boycott, Dr.
James Willis, chairman of the
department, disagrees.
"Four classes have been closed, but I
can’t say whether this was due to the
boycott," said Willis.
Willis said two of the four cancelled
classes were upper division "principles" courses which were not listed in
the catalogue.
"We’ve had to cancel some of these
classes in the past, it’s not unusual," he
said.
However, both classes, Econ 105A
and 105B, were on the ESA’s proposed
boycott list. They were to have been
taught by Rodolfo Gonzalez, and Dr.
Thayer Watkins, each recently hired to
replace the fired professors.
"They (the new professors) have
picked up other classes as a result of
these cancellations, and are both
teaching full schedules," Willis said.
Enrollment up
He also noted the total enrollment for
the Economics Department is 8 per
cent higher than one year ago,
estimating it between 2,290 and 2,300.
The ESA claims a memembership of
40-50 who attend meetings, 10-15 of
whom actually take part in the work,
according to Southworth.
The other two classes closed were a
course in European economics and a
course studying the economic
development of Israel.
Both were upper division classes and
were to have been taught by Dr. Martin
Primack.
Neither couse was being boycotted by
the ESA.
Fred Lowe, an economics major and
member of the ESA, explained that,
"One of the difficulties of getting lower
division students to support the boycott

is that there is no place for them to go
until they begin finding alternatives."
Suit filed
Along with the boycott, a suit by the
United Professors of California (UPC)
on behalf of the dehired instructors is
aimed at SJSU is 80-20 interim policy,
according to Lowe.
Under the 80-20 policy, 80 per cent of
the faculty will be tenured and 20 per
cent will be nontenured.
The class action suit by the UPC asks
that future temporary classifications
be handled as probationary appointments.
As probationary appointments,
temporary two-year employees must
be told by law by March 15 whether
they will be retained for the coming
year.
According to UPC officials, this was
not done in the case of Landes, Southworth, or Parnes.
The suit states that since the three
lecturers were illegally classified as
temporary by the administration under
President Bunzel, they were illegally
dehired.
Lowe stated a successful boycott
would "affect the court action with a
show of support from the students."
Since his release from the department last spring, Parnes has been hired
at Staford University for a workshiop
on political and social issues.
are
Landes and Southworth
remaining on campus to fight for their
jobs.
Landes, who taught in the department for eight semesters, seven of
them full-time, and Southworth, who
taught full-time for four semester, are
through
organizing
a
class
Experimental College.
None of the three fired lecturers were
given specific reasons for their
dismissals.
Reasons "implied"
According to Landes, it was "implied" the department was interested in
instructors who have published or who
would publish material relevant to their
courses.
He said, "The implication was that
we wouldn’t publish, which is not true."
An ESA meeting is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the S. U. Almaden
Room.

ministration."
He said he was not ready to assign
blame for the conflict in the department
to anyone, adding that either department members or perhaps the administration itself is responsible.
Calling his request "reasonable,"
Hutchinson asked Bunzel for "a list of
actions with names, places and dates,
along with statutes, rules or regulations
supposedly violated."
Hutchinson outlined two other steps
the union was considering.
"The whole matter should be brought
to the attention of the university
community," Hutchinson said. This
may mean the issue will be presented to
the Academic Senate.
To ask legislature
"If we don’t get satisfaction, we intend to ask for an investigation by the
California legislature," he added. The
education Committee of the Assembly,
headed by a former faculty member at
Cal State Bakersfield, would probably
be interested, he said.
Hutchinson said he didn’t want to

make premature judgments, but "it
appears a purge is going on" in the
Economics Department.
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns said Tuesday he was satisfied the
review committee had made an "appropriate inquiry."
Asked what charges Bunzel had
made, Burns replied, "There are no
charges, but the Economics Department has demonstrated its inability to
govern itself in accordance with
university policy."
Burns added, "They can read the
Academic Senate policy on nomination
and appointment of department
chairmen. Why won’t they follow
university policy?"
University policy
That policy, referred to by Burns and
the subject of controversy in the
Economics Department, says:
Chairmen are appointed or
removed by the President in consultation with the dean
Faculty nominate one or more
candidates every four years by

majority vote of full-time faculty
The dean may initiate review and
shall determine selection and review
processes in consultation with the
faculty
Special circumstances or failure to
acheire a majority nomination shall be
resolved by cooperative efforts of
faculty, the dean, the Academic Vice
President and President.
UPC President Bob Duman, who is
also associate director of SJSU extension services, also objected to
Bunzel’s disenfranchisement of the
Economics Department.
"You don’t disenfranchise an entire
department for the actions of specific
individuals, " Duman said. "If individuals were violating university
policy
there
are
disciplinary
procedures the administration can use
that guarantee due process to the accused."
Related article on page 3.

Threat phony;

no bomb found
A bomb threat caused the evacuation
of approximately 1,000 persons from
the Business Building complex Tuesday
morning.
A male caller phoned the office of
Buildings and Grounds at 9:37 a.m, and
said a bomb had been placed in the
complex and was set to go off at 10 a.m.,
according to university police.
Earnest Quinton, chief of university
police, conferred with Dr. George
Halverson, dean of the School of
Business, and evacuation procedures
began within minutes of the call.
Students and faculty left the building
and waited across Ninth Street.
A search of the classroom area by
Assistant Chief Maurcie Jones, Officer
Russ Lunsford and Edward Sobczek,
professor of athletics proved futile. The
Business Tower was also searched, but
no bomb was found.

Pnni Gledston

Bomb threat empties building

Move called a mistake

Nixon’s pardon evokes criticism
"The honeymoon with Congress has
President Gerald R. Ford’s "full, free
and absolute" pardon of former had its first big fight and the marriage
President Richard M. Nixon has evoked may be in doubt."
criticism from SJSU students, faculty
Edwards also said the pardon "had
and local politicians.
done great damage to the theory that
Perhaps one of the strongest local all Americans are treated equally
outcries against Ford’s move came under the law," which is the same way
from State Sen. Alfred E. Alquist, D- Dr. Gerald Wheeler sees it.
13th District, who termed the anWheeler, the chairman of the History
conditional pardon President Ford’s Department at SJSU, said he felt that
first administrative mistake.
the judicial system wouldn’t be as
"Watergate morality still exists in potent as a result of Ford’s move.
the White House," Alquist said. "I don’t
Meanwhile, students’ reactions to the
see how we can claim people’s justice President’s decision ranged from total
for all of the people."
outrage to agreement with Ford’s move
"It’s a legal outrage," said Peter under "certain conditions."
Stone, San Jose’s city attorney. "If
"I think it’s the biggest rip off in a
Richard Nixon shredded the con- long time; it’s not justice at all," said
stitution, Jerry Ford is casting the Ed Uyttebroek, a senior majoring in
industrial Studies.
pteees-to the wind."
Edwards,
Don
"I think Nixon agreed to resign if
Republican
Congressman for the ninth district, sees Ford gave him a deal," Uyttebroek
the conflict as a battle between Ford continued. "Ford is copping out."
and Congress.
"I don’t think he ( Nixon ) should be

any exception," Richard Jackson, a
junior journalism major said.
"He should be prosecuted like the
others," Jackson added, referring to
those convicted in the Watergate coverup.
He should be treated like any other
person," said business major Dennis
Nouchi. "Besides, it doesn’t seem right
that a man who was appointed by Nixon
should be the one to pardon Nixon."
Lynn DeKraker, an English major at
SJSU, understands the emotional move
behind President Ford’s decision but
still can’t rationalize it in her mind.
"It bothers me that everybody lower
down is going to jail (and probably
rightly so) while Nixon’s sitting there in
San Clemente," she said.
"Emotionally I understand why Ford
did it, even though I disagree, but intellectually, I can’t understand how he
can justify making such a move."
While some students questioned the

judiciality behind such a move, others
felt if Nixon should be pardonned, so
should draft evaders.
"If Nixon should get a pardon why
shouldn’t all those who can’t come
home from Canada?" asked Betty
Hummert, a graduate student in
natural science.
"I agree with what Ford did but if he
gives amnesty to Nixon, I think he
should do the same for the draft
evaders in Canada," Thomas Estil,
biological science major, said.
said.
"Basically I think Ford was right; he
just didn’t go far enough," he added.
Still others, like Kevin Safford, view
the whole situation with caution.
"The legal aspects of Ford’s move
are unprecedented. Nixon wasn’t indicted or convictedhow can he be
pardoned?" asked Safford, a social
science major.

Viet amnesty arouses deep, divided debate
"Now, amnesty means forgiveness.
We cannot provide forgiveness for
them. Those who served paid their
price. Those who deserted must pay
their price, and the price is not a junket
in the Peace Corps, or something like
that, as !UMW have suggested. The price
is a crimina: penalty for disobeying the
laws of the United States, they must
pay the penalty."
l’resident Richard Nixon on
deserters, Jan. 31, 1973
-Now therefore, I, Gerald R. Ford,
President of the United States ... grant
a full, and free, and absolute pardon
unto Richard Nixon for all offenses

against the United States which he,
Richard Nixon, has committed or may
have committed or taken part in during
the period from January 20, 1969
through August 9. 1974."
President Gerald Ford on
Richard Nixon, Sept. 9, 1974
By Dick Schaaf
For nearly one million Americans,
the war in Vietnam is not over. There
is no peace with honor. There is no
peace, and no honor.
They are draft dodgers. They are
deserters. They received less than
honorable discharges. They never

registered for the draft. They were
jailed for draft resistance. They were
jailed for demonstrations.

there was right and legal believe those
who refused any part in it were wrong
and broke the law.

Until a decision on amnestf is
reached and announced by President
(Ierald Ford, their time in political and
legal limbo will continue. That decision
has now been put off until at least the
end of the month, but in the wake of this
week’s pardon of Richard Nixon,
amnesty is an issue for deep and
divided debate.

Those who believe the country erred
in Indochina, both morally and legally,
advocate amnesty as the means of
"There is no opportunity for a person
were
who
redress for those
to select the war he will serve in," he
"prematurely right."
continues. "I think this kind of ap"The rioople who resisted the war are proach might be ultimately disastrous
not the criminals," argues Jeanne for us all."
Friedman, an instructor in both
Decisien needed
sociology and New College and a
The bridge between the two positions
regional coordinator for Vietnam
Veterans Against the War -Winter is conditional amnesty, generally
Soldier Organization. "The people who understood as an amnesty ac-

Vietnam the issue
The issue is still Vietnam. Those
who believe America’s involvement

made the war are the criminals."
"I don’t think, frankly, that the
majority of opinion in this country
would accept an amnesty right now,"
replies Col. Glen A. Hill, commanding
officer of SJSU’s Army ROTC program.

companied by a requirement for
alternate service. President Ford is
expected to announce some form of
conditional amnesty, and is on record
in support of a case-by-case review,
rather than a blanket program.
A decision had originally been
scheduled for this week, but according
to John W. Hushen, White House deputy
press secretary, the complexity of the
problem,
combined
with
the
negotiations resulting in a pardon for
former President Nixon, is responsible
for the delay
Continued on page S.
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Editorials

Nixon pardon questioned
President Ford’s dramatic ac- his office, in the name of bringing
tion of granting Richard Nixon a this nation back together; as did
full pardon for crimes he may have his predecessor.
committed during his term as
President Ford has attempted to
president has seriously weakened stem the fury of protest brought on
the foundation he has been laying by the Nixon pardon by promising
down since August 9.
some sort of amnesty for the draft
Many people, have been im- evaders of the Vietnam War era.
pressed by President Ford hoping He has now postponed that action
he would prove to be his own man. indefinitely.
He quite nobley pledged to heal
The Daily fails to see any valid
the wounds which Richard Nixon
and Watergate had inflicted on the comparison in the Nixon pardon
nation. He has gone so far as to and amnesty for draft evaders.
correlate with that played by
It would be of little value to argue
Abraham I.incolr a century the point of whether or not Nixon
earlier.
should have been pardoned-it is
The potential for fulfilling the already fact.
comparison was there, but the
President Ford pardoned a
performance of this past week has
seriously eroded any chance of broken and defeated individual for
alleged crimes of a sneaky and
fulfillment.
It was encouraging that the dishonest nature. This country has
President recognized the nation little further use for Richard Nixon
must be brought together. except to use him as an example
However, President Ford can hand and perhaps at best learn from his
the American people no greater success in the field of foreign
insult than to abuse the powers of policy.

The draft evaders are another
matter. They openly renounced
their right to live in this country as
a form of protest against
something they believed to be
extremely unjust.
On this basis it is difficult to see
President Ford’s granting of
amnesty as merely an act of
mercy. Those individuals who
chose to leave the United States
rather than help run her down are
needed back here now more than
ever.
A decision to grant amnesty
would not only be a wise decision
but a courageous one. It would not
only prove President Ford truly
does care about all the people of
this nation, but also that there are
no strings attached to his
presidency.
The Daily sincerely hopes that
President Ford does not repeat a
mistake made by the man he
succeeded --that of bartering ,,
politically with the very lives of g.ommunity
Americans.
young

cornments
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No smoking policies encouraged Nixon - evaders: who’s criminal?
Phil Trois it stint,

The right to breathe clean air,
free of suffocating cigarette
smoke, is a vital and important
issue that’s just beginning to gain
momentum nationally and locally.
While some progress has
been made on the non-smokers’s
behalf, much remains to be done.
A new non-smoking policy implemented at San Jose State
University this fall prohibits
halls,
smoking
in
lecture
classrooms, auditoriums and
laboratories.
At the same time, cities in Santa
clara county are being urged by
the majors inter-city council to
consider a far-reaching model nonsmoking ordinance that would place
strict limitations on the areas in
which smokers can light up their
cigarettes.
Similar legislation has been
considered at state levels and some
cities in the Bay Area have adopted
similar anti-smoking ordinances,
Santa Clara is the only south bay
city to date to to react positively
and expediently to the proposal
action is expected soon.
The proposed ordinance will
require separate smoking areas in
restaurants, theaters, hospitals,
public meetings and elevators and
will allow for fines up to $50 for
infractions.

However, San Jose remains
a stronghold against a modern and
practical approach to cigarette
smoking-a severe nuisance and
health hazard in nearly all
closed public places.
At SJSU, the new rule iL) being
severely abused. With peer
pressure the only method of
policing, some- smokers are
blatantly defying the smoking rule
and are lighting up despite the
glares and occasional protests of
non-smok
At the same time, some
faculty members are encouraging
the continuance of smoking in
classrooms by being the first ones
to. light up pipes, cigars and
cigarettes --the now prohibited
tobacco-in clear view throughout
their lectures
The San Jose City Council level,
the push for a non-smoking ordinance has been largely ignored.
Although letters have been sent
and pleas have been made to city
council members, no action has
been taken adoption of such an
ordinance will be a lengthy process
requiring hearings and study. That
process has not been initiated.
Perhaps non-smokers are
asking too much. Perhaps
the air is not theirs to breathe
alone. The suffocating results of

cigarette smoke in public areas,
particularly enclosed rooms, such
as classrooms and council
chambers, are perhaps just
another aspect of living in a
already polluted and smog-infested
community.
However, it is difficult to believe
that San Jose residents and college
students can not see the importance of an effective smoking
ordinance and of adhering to that
ordinance. September is a smogfilled month for this city as well as
other Santa Clara cities and the
addition of cigarette smoke is no
help.
At SJSU the existing smoking
ordinance should be obeyed and
faculty members must be the first
ones to recognize the problem and
handle it in a mature and considerate manner.

For the City of San Jose, a nonsmoking ordinance should be a
number one priority.
San Jose should concede to the
pressure of the times. The right to
breathe clean air in public places,
whether on the campus or in the
city, is a valid and legitimate
request. Non-smokers and smokers
alike must work toward a goal for
clean air.

Staff re po rre
It bothers me when Vietnam
deserters and draft dodgers get
lumped together with Richard
Nixon.
The war resisters were and are
men of principled conviction while
Nixon was and is a man of pious
criminality. There’s a big difference.
The suggestion that everyone
should be pardoned implies that
everyone should be forgiven. To be
forgiven, one must have done
something wrong.
But in my mind, and I believe in
the minds of a lot of you, the
deserters and dodgers did nothing
wrong. In fact, they did something
very right.
They refused, for their own
personal reason reasons, to participate in a war that served only
the interest of a handful of corporations with designs on all of
Southeast Asia. In the long run,
history itself will vindicate their
actions.
But Nixon is another story. He
fought tooth and nail against the
principles of peace, justice and
democracy while empowered with
this country’s highest position of
trust and honor.

He used his power to bomb innocent people, to disrupt the lives
of persons all over the world, to
enhance his personal fortune and
then to cover it up by subverting
the democratic rights of the people.
It’s true both Nixon and the war
resisters broke the law - but that
isn’t the most important question.
Good people have often acted in the
interest of humanity outside of the
law.
The war resisters stand for the
best interest of us all. They require

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters from those who care. on or
off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words, typed on a
55-space line.
The editor and forum page editor
will accept letters for publication
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. daily.

no forgiveness - they deserve ow
gratitude.
Nixon deserves our contempt.
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Letters to the Editor
manipulatior and manhandling of
departmental concerns and
powers could still occur and has
occurred without this new Interim
Editor:
Policy, but the facility which is lent
Although I am not an economics to actions, such as those taken in
major, I was and still am greatly the Economics Department by this
disturbed by the implications of policy leads me to demand its
Burn’s and Bunzel’s 80-20 Interim eradication even more fervently.
Appointment Policy and its actual
Kim Elizabeth Baskett
results in the Economics DepartBiological Sciencies major
ment. This department has effectively been disenfranchised
from departmental decisions
concerning hiring and firing their
Error cited
colleagues by the achninistgration.
The administration has taken
this drastic and distasteful step
because of what it terms "in- EDITOR:
terdepartmental turmoil." What
The Sept. 5 article on "Bunzel
this descriptive phrase hides is the signs budget" contained one very
fact that the "turmoil" was the misleading sentence I would like to
direct result of certain actions clear up. In the third column of the
taken by the administration. The article the sentence in question
vote of the faculty for a new read "Dean and Bunzel proposed a
department chairperson was ’rock bottom figure’ of $36,000 and
ignored, aria the administration a four year phase-out of all funthrust upon them instead a man ding."
who did not receive their vote but
whom the administration wanted
I have never proposed a figure of
to receive the chairpersonship.
$36,000 for grants-in-aid and in fact
The scariest part of what has fought against that figure
happened is the ease with which it throughout budget negotiations
was done, and the ease with which this
it may be done this year, next year,
and the year after that.
Stephanie Dean
witnessed
above
A.S. Executive Assistant
The
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tasteless pictorial on Capitola
beach ordinances underlines the
precise reason that sexist views
towards the human body still exist;
EDITOR:
you are exploiting it. If this is your
Congratulations on a dynamic concept of public edification, then
beginning for the Spartan Daily. even four days a week is too many
I believe that the author and
Cynthia Whittington
photographer of the article,
English major
"Topless: the New Seaside View",
must possess enought social
l’arking permit stolen
consciousness and sense of human
dignity to acknowledge the instill
contained in this article.
EDITOR:
It is not to your credit that I
To the thief who ripped off my
believe that the pin-up size photos Fall Semester "E" Parking permit
and cute sexist remarks ("luck in Lot 4 while I was busy
devils" - men who "get to" see registering students on Sept. 4:
bare breasted women on the beach
Removing a permit from a
for free) were printed strictly bumper is a misdemeanor.
because of the controversial nature Removing one from inside an auto
of the subject.
is considered a felony and both are
Your journalistic tactics are as punishable under the law. I have
yellow as the binocular-wielding reported the theft of my permit to
voyeurs who are unable and afraid Campus Security police and they
to confront the human body on a and I will be observing all bumpers
normal, natural, healthy basis. I for my sticker No. E 193 which is
find it distressing that you prefer readily identifiable since you left a
the front page tease photo followed small portion of it on my bumper.
by three giant photos of naked
I now am required to pay another
women; it is an approach that is $2 to obtain a second permit
nothing but sensationalistic. From making a total of $17 I have paid to
the expression on the photographed park on campus this semester. I
women’s faces, I got the im- wish you only the worst misforpression that your photographer tunes!
was drooling.
Evelyn D. Rios
Music Faculty
Your blatantly sexist and

Photos criticized
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EDITOR:
Once more Bunzel has gone back
on his word and imposed on the
students the cost of his athletics
budget. Once and for all the
question must be resolved: Is there
an autonomous student government or are we just a government
as long as we do not challenge the
administration’s interests?
This summer we were called to
vote on a compromise solution with
Bunzel. We rejected any form of
compromise because we felt there
can be no compromise on an Issue
which directly affects student
rights.
The budget comes from our fees.
Supposedly we are the A.S.
government
was
that
democratically elected to administer those funds. Yet every
year Bunzel shows us what an
impotent group we are by
overriding our decisions, playing
his little power games and
nullifying previous agreements.
The Progressive Slate of the A.S.
Council would like to remind
Bunzel that students are not an
impotent group and our rights have
come as a result of a long struggle.
We do not consider the issue of

the budget to be resolved, and we
will continue the fight in court, on
the campus and in the student
government. We urge all campus
groups that are directly affected by
the budget, and the student
population at large, to join us in our
opposition to Bunzel’s un
democratic
and
dictatorial
policies.
Loretta Wilson
A.S. Progressive Slate of thi
A.S.
Council

Daily suggestions
Editor:
An obvious solution to the Daily’
paper shortage is reducing the siz
of type faces to accommodat
more news in fewer sheets.
Were the Daily to adopt a similar
type face to professional dailie)
standard page copy could be it
creased by as much as 25 per
cent and editorial pages copy b
perhaps a full third.
The increase would allow a lout
page Daily to carry only slight]
less news and comment than tt
frequently six-page Daily no
does. The two pages saved twice
three times a week would enab
the Daily to appear once again on
five-day schedule.
Merritt Cline
Editor-In -Chief, SAMISDA
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No blanket amnesty says Ford

Ford’s pardon power examined
WASHINGTON I AP
President Ford will weigh
Watergate pardon requests
on a case-by-case basis and
"There never was any
consideration of blanket
amnesty or pardons," White

House spokesmen said
wednesday.
Republican congressional
leaders and Ford’s acting
press
secretary
thus
amended
the
position
disclosed by the White House

Report cites
!Eton conflict;1

it

Jo Ella Hannah, ombudsman

’Helpful’ Hannah
assists students
1,al?
insane
?porter
deserve out
contempt.
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By Jack Ivers
"I’m not an advocate. I’m
an arbitrator -the Henry
Kissinger of San Jose State,"
said interim ombudsman Jo
Ella Hannah
"My job is to help those
that fall into administrative
cracks," she said.
The ombudsman handles
problems about academic
fairness on campus.
Her office located in the
Student Activities and
Services Center, is open to
students, faculty, staff and
nearby residents of the
campus.
"When somebody runs up
against a problem and can’t
get satisfaction through
normal channels, they
should come to me if they
feel that they still have a
case," said Hannah.
Hannah cited a recent
example of a girl who had
done the required work to
change an incomplete and
receive a grade for the class.
The instructor accepted the
work and said the grade
would be changed.
It wasn’t. The girl talked to
the instructor again, but to
no avail. A visit to the ombudsman’s office cleared up
the matter.
"When you reach the
frustration level," said
Hannah, "come see me."
The Ombudsman "can cut
through the red tape."
According to the former
English instructor she will
be replaced as interim
ombudsman when someone

is chosen for the two-year
job.
A committee is now being
formed to search for
qualified candidates.
Hannah’s name will be on
the list of names submitted.
Last semester she taught
an English IA class composed largely of athletes. She
found many of the athletes
"lacked some of the basic
skills’ a student needs, so she
set up a program to assist
them
Largely because of her
success in the class, she was
appointed academic advisor
to the Athletic dept.
"When I took that job,
there were 173 athletes on
probation, mostly because
they had, been allowed to
slide by during their earlier
schooling," said Hannah.
She developed a program of
peer tutoring in reading,
writing, taking class notes
and taking tests.
At the end of last semester
121 of the 173 had been taken
Hannah
off probation.
proudly points to the fact 23
of them "will be cited for
academic achievement at
the end of this semester, if
they keep their grades up."
Hannah said she has asked
the Language dept. to find
the meaning of the Swedish
word ’ombudsman.’ If the
last three letters of the word
are indeed a designation of
sex, Hannah would like to
see the sign on her of ice read
or
"ombudswoman"
"ombudsperson."
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Continuing nursing majors
can complete classes under
last semester’s admission
criteria before the new
Supplementary Admission
Critieria (SAC) goes permanently into effect.
Due to a temporary injunction against SJSU won
last spring by four nursing
majors-Jeanette Wilkinson,
Judy Zenner, Debbie Redmond and Linda Snodgrass53 continuing juniors who
qualified for graduation last
semester will be allowed to
finishe under last semester’s
criteria.
About 40 new transfer
students and change -of major students are already
SAC
under
the
new
requirements.
Old requirements include
upper division status, a 2.0
overall grade point average,
completion of pre-requisite
classes and no grade lower
than a D.
The
new
SAC
requirements stipulate a 2.3
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GPA in prerequisites, no
grade lower than a C,
completion of all general
education classes and an
interview
to
assess
motivation and interest.
As of Sept. 4, nine
vacancies were available for
a change-of-major students
entering under the new
requirements, said dean
Richard Whitlock, of undergraduate studies.
Eleven applications were
given to Dr. Gloria Vanesco
of the nursing department,
for consideration.

The accreditation report
on the Economics Department acknowledges conflicts
within the department but
places no blame for the
situation.
President John H. Bunzel
cited the report Monday as
one reason he was taking
away the right of economics
faculty to participate in
personnel matters within the
department.
Written by the Far
Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, an
accrediting agency, the
report praises the department for its "widely
balanced curriculum
The report calls the
"highly
department
polarized and divided," and
says the "anger and hostility
among the department
Describing the split within
the department, the report
says one group wants the
chairman to "exercise some
departmental
form
of
leadership."
The other group, according to the report, wants
the chairman to execute the
policies of the majority of the
department members.
The report assigns no
blame or responsibility for
the conflict, but urges the
SJSU administration to use
-any means available to
remedy what can only be
described as a sad and
unfortunate
highly
situation."
Academically, the only
fault with the department,
according to the report, is its
failure to require "quantitative research methods"
for degree candidates.
Bunzel quoted only the

report’s last sentence which
urges the central administration to remedy the
"unfortunate
situation"
when he explained his
reasons for disenfranchising
the economics faculty.

less than 24 hours earlier.
In a series of clarifying
statements, the spokesmen
said individual requests for
presidential pardons from
Watergate defendants would
be considered, but that none
are under consideration now.
Powers studied
Acting White House Press
Secretary John W. Hushen
said "the entire pardoning
powers of the President" are
currently being studied
Hushen said the central
point is that "we’re not just
going to throw in a
wastebasket any request"
for a pardon from Ford.
Amid
a
wave
of
congressional protests over
the Tuesday statement that
"the question of pardons is
under study," Sen. Hugh
Scott, R-Pa., and Rep. John
J. Rhodes, R-Ariz., met with
the President for an hour and
45 minutes.

After that session, they
issued a Ford statement
saying any request for the
pardoning of an individual is
studied at the White House,
but that no inference should
be drawn about the outcome
of such a study.
Statement to Congress
that
Ford
described
statement
to
the
congressmen as an effort to
clear up misunderstanding
about his position.Hushen
told newsmen later: "There
never was any consideration
of blanket amnesty or
pardons and I tried to indicate to you that you should
not speculate that there was
anything imminent or that
anything at all would result.
On Tuesday, Hushen was
asked:
"What is the
President’s feeling about
pardons for any of the other
people involved in the ve.ole
Watergate thing?"

"I’m authorized to say that
that entire matter is now
Bushell
under study,"
replied.
At the same briefing,
Hushen was asked whether
his statement covered all
persons connected with
Watergate.
"That is correct," he
replied.
se er er

Or

Watergate
Special
rosecutor Leon Jaworski
was described as strongly
apposed to the pardoning of
defendants in the Watergate
case. But persons familiar
with his reaction denied
reports that Jaworski had
expressed shock or outrage.
Related article page 2.
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Nixon’s pardon may not
prevent California trial
SACRAMENTO (API Former President Richard
M. Nixon’s pardon may not
protect him from potential
criminal prosecution in his
home state, Evelle Younger,
California attorney general,
said.
And Gov. Ronald Reagan
does not have have the
authority to grant Nixon a
state pardon in advance of
sentencing for criminal
activity.
The
State
Bar
of
California, holding its annual
convention in Sacramento,
adopted a resolution on a 347-

169 votc criticizing President
Ford’s decision to grant
Nixon a full pardon for any
rimes against the United
States while in the White
House.
"The California crimes of
which Mr. Nixon may be
guilty include burglary,
conspiracy
to commit
burglary and as an accessory to burglary in the
break-in by the White House
plumbers"
of
the

psychiatrist’s office in Los
Angeles, said one Los
Angeles attorney.
Nixon’s attorney, Dean
Butler, announced at the
convention that Nixon is
preparing his resignation
from the legal fraternity
after 35 years and that it
would be submitted to the
bar soon.
Butler said Nixon also
plans to give up his New
York State license

11 you spend a lot ol time on your feet, the California Health
Board by Dante is your kind of shoe The revolutionary design
givos you a heel that is lower to give you the natural kind of
walk you enioy when going beret oct on the beach Plus special
Support for extra comfort all day long So, let the California Health Board help take a load off your feet
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GIVE US A HAND

Spartaguide
THURSDAY
Stadeats Colon will tune a meeting alt.
no ai the S U Almaden Hoorn
Phi Upsilon Omicron all
e a meeting a
Wan in Room lot the Home Et onion,
Building A continental breakfast will be
Nerved
FRIDAY
Special reentry shekels .111 have an
egannatiunal meeting fur a one-und clam
from 12W to I JD pm in Room I of the
Hot. Economics Building The darn in
titled ’ Investigations into Personal Identit,
Through Literature "
MONDAY
Pi Sigma Alpha .111 have a meeting at I 10
p no in (he ti U Almaden Hen, Dr Charles
Kunsman will speak on "Trudeau and the
1974 Canadian Election "

Have a say in your government.

*3 positions on Associated Students
Personnel Selection Committee
The Committee interviews and
recommends for all A.S. committees
including Program Board, Atheletir
Board, Winter Carnival Committee,
and Academic Council committees.

Mon* tiny Fri*
Sept. 9-20

Please call A.S. Personnel Offices,
Laurie Graham, at 277-3201 - or visit
the A.S. offices, 3rd level in the
Student Union.

10:30
1:30
2:30
Stott on fist 1100f, Central Wing
if the Main Entrance

1:115RKROO

171 So. Third St.,1
SAN JOSE
(ACROSS FROM SISU CAMPUS,

289-8536

KODACHROME
Color Enlargement EKTACHROME

SPECIALS
WASHINGTON (AP) The
and
Senate
Rules
Administration Committee
today set Sept. 23 for the
start of hearings on Nelson
Rockefeller’s vice
presidential nomination.
It asked him to make
public then or sooner a
financial statement listing
his assets, liabilities and net
worth.
The financial statement
already lies been subcommitted to the committee
in confidence, but Chairman
Howard W. Cannon, D-Nev.,
said members feel public
disclosure is the only way to
deal with conflict of interest
questions.

MADE FROM YOUR
FAVORITE COLOR
NEGATIVE
OR SLIDE!

20 FOR $3.85
36 FOR $6.29
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New Vet Reps will handle payment problems
Veterans at SJSU often
face problems with advanced payment, late checks
and enrollment certification.
This year a new Vet Reps
On Campus Program, plus
intensified efforts in the
Registrar’s Office, may
alleviate those problems.
ParamoL:.t among these
changes is the placement of
four Vietnam-era Vet Reps
at SJSU. They are among
1,300 Vet Reps, 98 per cent of

whom are Vietnam -era
veterans, selected by the
Veterans Administration to
assist veterans on campus
throughout the country.
Their duties will consist of
helping
veterans
with
enrollment
procedures,
securing of all V.A. entitlements, V.A. educational
benefit checks will be a main
priority, said the SJSU Vet
Reps staff.

VA payments

due for some
Many veterans at SJSU
are under the impression
advanced payment checks
for tuition are supposed to
arrive before the start of the
semester, according to Stan
Koehn, head of the new Vet
Reps Office.
This is not the case, said
Koehn, one of four men
appointed to the university
Veterans
the
by
Administration to help oncampus v.2.1.s.
"I don’t think the VA has
ever made that promise,"
said Koehn. "I think the VA’s
intention was to get the
checks here during the first
two weeks of classes."
For the majority of
returning veterans at SJSU
who registered through CAR
and went through the
Registrar’s Office
requesting advanced pay,
the checks should arrive
soon, said Koehn.
"For those people who
applied back in May and
June, let us say those whu
applied before the middle of
July," Koehn said, "they
should get their checks or a

No politics
intended in
ROTC ad
ROTC is not playing
politics, says Maj. John W.
Bill) Walden of the
university’s ROTC program,
The ROTC advertisement
in last Thursday’s Spartan
Daily was not and was never
intended to be an endorsement for Norman
to
according
Mineta,
Walden.
Mineta, mayor of San
Jose, is the Democratic
candidate in California’s
13th Congressional district.
The
advertisement
depicted Mineta endorsing
the ROTC program. It was
run one day only before the
Spartan Daily advertising
department received instructions from Walden to
drop the ad.
Walden explained the
advertisement was conceived last year and
Mineta’s political activities
had not been considered.
After the advertisement ran,
Walden decided to drop the
ad as a preventative
measure, he said.
Harper
Connally,
a
campaign
worker
for
Mineta, said the advertisement was dropped
because it might be interpreted as a military
endorsement in a political
campaign. Connally said
there were no political
overtones in the advertisement.

Most of the new Vet Reps
were chosen from outside
V.A. ranks, according to the
V.A. All participated in a
concentrated traininr course
at one of four centrally
located college campuses
nationwide. The new 5.150
Vet Reps trained at UCLA in
July.
The SJSU team of Vet
Reps is headed by Stan
Koehn, 32, a former , naval
officer in computer systems
analysis.
He served as a claims
examiner with the V.A.
regional office in San
Francisco before coming to
SJSU. Koehn has a RA. in

economics and M.A. degrees
in economics and history
from U.C. Berkeley.
The other three members
of the Vet Reps staff reflect a
diversity of service and
educational
backgrounds.
The youngest is Tom Reck,
26, with service experience
as a diesel mechanic in the
Coast Guard on Governors
Island, New York.
Reck has a B.A. ii. both
history and Spanish from the
University of San Diego and
an M.A. in international
management from the
American Graduate School
in Arizona.
A naturalized citizen born
In Manila, Leo Balauro. C. is

VA benefits awards letter
stating that their entitlement
is on the way by September
16."
Betty Shank, head of the
veterans section of the
Registrar’s Office, explained
the procedure for advanced
payment checks.
"Those persons who
registered under the new
won’t
system
CAR
automatically receive advanced payment checks
unless they came into our
office and requested them,"
silk Shank.
"However,
simply
registering through CAR and
requesting advanced pay
does not mean the veteran’s
tuition will automatically be
paid. For that to happen the
vet must have filled out the
back side of his fee payment
card requesting that his
tuition be paid out of his
advanced payment check,"
she concluded.
Vets who haven’t received
their checks or letters from
the VA by Sept 16 may
consult the Vets Reps in
Building R, Room 3, said
Koehn.
Shank said none than over
70 percent of SJSU vets have
already received their
checks
"We had 1,900 veterans
who requested advanced
payment through CAR,"
explained Shank, "and 1,385
of those checks have come
in.
The Registrar’s Office said
Shank, will be open for extended hours during the
rush.
semester
early
Veterans window No. 6 will
be open from 9 a.m. to 12
p.m. and 1 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
today.
Veterans may reach the
Vet Reps office at 292-4500.
Calls will be answered from
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Friday, according to Koehn.

Socialist to
speak here
on cover-up
Issues raised by President
Ford’s pardon of former
President Nixon will be
discussed in a speech by
congressional candidate
Paul Boutelle at 12:30 today
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
Boutelle, running as the
Socialist Workers Party candidate in the Eighth
Congressional District, will
speak on the topic "Now the
Real Cover-up Begins." His
speech is sponsored by the
Young Socialist Forum.

Police tardiness
under scrutiny
Numerous complaints from local citizens concerned about
tardy police response to phone calls for assistance have
prompted a joint study by the San Jose Police Departsment
ana city administration.
The study will attempt to improve patrol service, reported
Ted Tedesco, city manager.
will be directed at better utilization of funds rather than
saving money in police operations, said Tedesco.
Howard Donald, deputy chief of police, said much of the
problem stems from insufficient funds. The necessary
number of patrol officers cannot be hired, he said.
"This is a continuing problem for the police department.
San Jose has only 1.3 officers for every 1,000 people. We have
the lowest police protection in all the cities in the country, on
the average. According to our statistics, the average city
police force has 2.9 police for every 1,000 citizens," Donald
said.
"We have recently installed an automated complaint
response dispatch machine in the police conununications
center, which will record complaints and calls on automated
tape, locate the area of the complaint, and gather the
necessary data to enable police officers to arrive at the
-destinations more quickly." he said.

Father Boyle addresses Chilean tribute

Tribute to Chile plight
given at local church
By Tom Peterson
Two speakers, Chilean folk
songs, a photo exhibit, and a
Chilean meal highlighted the
"Tribute for those who died
with democracy in Chile,"
Sunday evening at Sacred
Heart Church’s Hardeinan
Hall in San Jose.
The Rev. Eugene Boyle, a
friend of Cesar Chavez and
the United Farm Workers,
and Fred Hirsch of the
Emergency Committee to
Defend Democracy in Chile
spoke to 200 persons on the
strugles of the Chilean
people.
Patricio, a singer and
composer of Chilean folk
songs, performed between
the speeches.
Father Boyle, of the
Sacred Heart Church of San
Francisco, began his short
speech by comparing the
suffering of Jesus to the
suffering of those of the
Third World.
HISTORY REVIEWED
Father Boyle briefly
traced the rise of the
socialist government in Chile
and its overthrow, including
a condemnation of the
United States for its part in
the coup. But, he said, the
purpose of this memorial "is
to keep up the cause."
While he stated "Forces of
evil are against democracy
in Chile," he said he felt the
people of Chile will win out
over the junta. "They will
overcome, we will overcome."
Fred Hirsch of the
Emergency Committee to
defend Democracy in Chile,
which sponsored the tribute,
was asked to speak when
Gino 1,0 Fredo, director of
Tricontinental Films, was
unable to attend.
PROOF OF TERROR
The fact he had to speak,
according to Hirsch, was
proof of the Chilean junta’s
system of terror. He said
three Chileans were asked to
speak at the tribute and all
three refused out of fear for
themselves or their families.
The Allende government
was one of "peaceful transition," according to Hirsch,
but even President Allende,
when "faced with the armed
forces of imperialism "took
up a gun to defend his
government. The resistance
movement in Chile is

following in the wake of
Allende’s defense of free
Chile and the move toward
socialism, he said.
Hirsch gave
several
examples of the Chilean
resistance
committee’s
work, such as closing down
mines, occupying factories,
and striking back at
repression.

captain in the Air Force.
Breeze seised one year in
Alaska and three years at
Sembach Airbase in Germany.
He has a B.A. in sociology
from Parsons College in
Iowa.
The SJSU team of Vet
Reps will be taking over
the job of handling veteran
payment problems and V.A.
The Vet Reps’ function will

a member of the Vet Reps
staff. Balauro retired as a
sergeant first class in 1973
after 20 years of service in
the Army.
He served in both the
Korean and Vietnam conflicts, with additional tours
of duty in Alaska, Germany
and the continental United
States.
Also a member of the team
is Toby Breeze, 28, a former

New commission
helps consumers
The Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors has
Advisory
the
created
Commission on Consumer
Affairs.
In a unanimous decision
last week, the board adopted
an ordinance creating the 11.
member commission.
Supported by many local
consumer agencies, the
commission will serve as
both a referral service and a
public hearing board where
consumer grievances will be
investigated.
One agency has opposed
the formation to the commission: the Better Business
Bureau.
According to Roy Brechwald, president of the BBB,
sufficient
are
"There
agencies in the county that
can help solve consumer
problems. The addition of
another agency would only
duplicate many of the services that already exist."
Through the authority of
the board of supervisors, the
commission will be able to
subpoena witnesses to public
hearings.
Brechwald, said, "This is a
danger as there are Many
other agencies with the
ability to call witnesses."
Ten members will be
appointed by the board of
The
11th
supervisors.
member will be a lawyer
nominated by the Santa
Clara Bar Association.
"Each supervisor will
appoint two members to the
commission. These appointees will be a crossection
of all types of people in the
country," said Cominic
Cortese, supervisor for
district 2.
The commission will be
more than just a debate of
grievances. It will also bring
many of the now existing

consumer agencies together,
he said.
Supervisor Cortese said,
"I certainly think the
commission will work as an
iunbrella agency for the
many fragmented agencies
that now exist."

be to enhance, not replace,
the services offered veterans
by the SJSU Office of
Veterans Affairs, according
to Koehn.
Reck, a former enlisted
man and a veteran who went

to college on the G.I.
said he feels the V.A. dowl
rare. As a veteran student be
had numerous payment
problems with the VA and
began to feel the V.A. we
just
another
red -tape
bureaucracy.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT 511 VA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
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78 S. 4th - doss to ,SJSU library

For the
student body.

The Jumbo Jack.
A 100% pure beef hamburger patty that measures five
inches wide.
Sesame seed bun. Sliced tomatoes. Sliced pickles. Shredded lettuce. Rings of fresh onion. Special sauce.
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We’ve got a plan
to make your banking easier.
4400-

The College Plan’

What we’ve got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for college students. We call it the
College Plan, and here’s what
makes it so special:
The College Plan
Checking Account. First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don’t
have to close it in June. reopen it in
the fall.
Personalized College Plan Checks
are included at a very low cost. Scenic Or
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard." Next. if you’re a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yob can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
SANK Of AMINICX 104 SA

OC

a,

avoid bounced checks, by coverini
all your checks up to a prearranged limit
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan’ and Federally In
sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
Savings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holi
days and vacations.
Student Representatives. Finally. the College Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what’s included, why
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It’ll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do

BANK0FAMERICA M
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Ad student earns praise

lose
the
ent
and
was
ape

Susan Hathaway

"Oh, that feels good," this dog seems to say,
seeking relief under water sprinklers.

New smoking restrictions
considered for San Jose
By Carolynne Born
Now that smoking is
banned in certain areas on
campus, how might a citywide smoking ordinance
affect SJSU?
p
"It could result in setting
off a section in the Student
Union eating area for nonsmokers,"
said
Carol
Pulskamp, coordinator of
the campus Group Against
Smoking Pollution (GASP).
Pulskamp originated the
campaign against smoking
on campus last semester

Add, drop
forms now
available
Class add forms are now
available for students at
department offices as well as
the registrar’s office.
Drop forms must still be
obtained
through
the
registrar’s office, according
to Scott Anderson, Computer
Assisted Registration (CAR)
director.
Students have until Sept.
27 to add classes, However,
students must secure permission of instructors to
drop classes by Sept. 20.

which
resulted
in
a
resolution
passed
by
Academic Senate in May
banning
smoking
in
classrooms, lecture halls,
laboratories
and
auditoriums.
A model smoking ordinance was presented or
consideration to the city of
San Jose this summer by the
smoking ordinance committee of the Inter-City
Council, a county -wide
council consisting of mayors
from each city. To date, no
action has been taken on the
proposed legislation,
The model ordinance
proposes that smoking be
banned at public meetings in
a space not less than 50 per
cent of the total area, in
hospitals, in theaters, except
the lobby, and in restaurants
with camacity of 50 persons
or more, with 30 per cent set
aside for non-smokers.
On June 6 the smoking
ordinance committee
presented the proposal to
ICC. Each city was instructed to take a look at it,
suggest revisions, and report
back at the August Meeting.
On Aug. 1 six cities had
taken no action: Morgan
Hill, Los Gatos, Los Altos,
Gilroy and Los Altos Hills.
Campbell
had
voted

against the ordinance, but
joined five other cities in
stating it had a no-smoking
section it its city council
chambers.
At that time, SanJose
endorsed the ordinance, but
had taken no official action.
Santa Clara had passed the
ordinance as proposed on
July 30.
However, a 60-day stay of
execution was placed on the
dealing
with
section
restaurants, due to protest
from local restaurateurs and
the San Mateo-Santa Clara
County Restaurant Owners’
Association.
The matter was referred to
staff and the ordinance was
scheduled
for
reconsideration on Sept.24
The Santa Clara City
Council will look at additional evidence at that
time and possibly make a
decision
about
the
restaurant section.
Andy Castle, representing
the restaurant association at
the Aug. 1 ICC meeting,
protested the 30 per cent
requirement, saying it would
cause "undue hardship."
"We will be forced to keep
patrons waiting because
they do not wish to sit in nosmoking areas," he said

By Joey Scanaplco
Goodwill Industries knows
a good thing when it sees it.
That’s why it hasn’t given up
on John Honjiyo.
Honjiyo, an advertising
major at SJSU, was selected
to create a logo an advertising trademark ) for
Goodwill in June, only to
have his original idea
rejected by the industry’s
Board of Directors.
But Goodwill was so impressed with his work, that
they want Honjiyo to make
his own niodifications.
’f he
original
layout
depicted two connecting
half-circles floating above an
arrow -like
figure
that
wrapped around the words
"Goodwill Industries of
Santa Clara County."
"The artwork was supposed to represent a human
figure," Honjiyo said. "I
guess that was just a little
too abstract for Goodwill’s
tastes."
Licia Thompson, public
of
director
relations
Goodwill in Santa Clara
County, says it’s a little more
than that.

"We’re very pleased with
Honjiyo’s work," she said.
"it’s just that we wanted a
figure that characterized
handicapped people more
clearly."
According to Thompson,
the public relations committee of Santa Clara
County’s Goodwill Industry
accepted Honjiyo’s original
work; it was the Board of
Directors that wanted p
people -like"
"more
modification.
If and when Honjiyo’s
revised drawings are accepted, they’ll be used as the
official symbol of Goodwill
Industries in the county,
meaning the design will go
on
Goodwill
trucks,
stationery, buildings and any
other operation connected
with Goodwill.
In the meantime, Honjiyo’s work with Goodwill is
still
getting
public
recognition.
With the help of SJSU
student Steve Whittaker,
Honjiyo worked out a 20second public service announcement
made
for
television.

Night class?
park for $15
Students with night classes
may purchase a special
night sticker for campus
parking. The ticket is valid
from 4 p.m. to midnight
Monday through Friday and
on weekends all day to
midnight, according to
William Allison, manager of
Auxiliary Enterprises.
The night sticker is valid
for all university parking
spaces, except disabled
person’s parking spaces, he
said.
The $15 night stickers may
be purchased from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. at the university
cashiers office in the
Administration Building.
The stickers come in two
types-bumper stickers for
one-car users and movable
cards for multiple car
drivers and car pool users.
"Day students who have
night classes and are
already parked in the
Se,,enth Street garage will
not be cited," Allison said.

Consisting of a half-dozen
slides to be shown with a
short monologue telling
about the new Goodwill
the
collection
trucks,
;!ommercial has already
reen aired on KIVU,
2hannel 2 and is scheduled to
ae shown on at least seven
other Bay Area Stations in
the upcoming weeks.
"Making the logo was easy
but that cornmericial was a
real pain in the neck,"
Honjiyo admitted.
The slides were supposed
to show one of the new
Goodwill trucks, then flash
to an attendant at one of the
collection centers unloading
a car full of clothes while a

mother and child looked on.
"Everything seemed to go
wrong when we tried to shoot
that commericial," he said.
"Fir.it we had trloble getting a truck driver, then we

couldn’t find a suitable place
to park it where there
weren’t a lot of vehicien in
the background.’’
"Considering all the
In+ssies, it worked out pretty
well," he added.

10% to 30% DISCOUNT
ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS
Ask for our Student Discount Card
CAMERAS ENLARGERS PROJECTORS
F ILM DARK ROOMSUPPLIESACCESSORIE
DEVELOPING & PRINTING

SAN JOSE CAMERA
245 SO

FIRST 29n-8591

EVERY FRIDAY
4.00 ;. ni 900 p.m.

a,
PEANUT’S
Arm. from Admin. Bids.

SPAGHETTI FEED
ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT
-plus-

one glass of wine
62 pieces
of French bread

Due to high operating costs
and low usage at night, the
parking structure on 10th
street will close daily at 5
p.m., according to William
Schooler, Assistant Manager
of Auxiliary Enterprises.
Enterprises
Auxiliary
discovered last spring that
only 50 to 100 cars were using
the 10th street structure at
night. At a quarter per car,
Schooler explained,
Auxiliary Enterprises could
not afford to man and pay
ultilities for night operation.
As an alternative, Schooler
explained, the Seventh
Street parking stucture will
be open for night class
student parking at 25 cents
per car.

ALL FOR ONLY

$1.95
Open Daily
6:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

Whet bookstore carries the most
complete line of textbooks on campus?

Winton teaches abroad
By Joel Konopken
As strange as it may seem,
students who don’t like
having to earn their grades
by memorizing facts should
appreciate the fact they go to
school in the United States.
If they went to school in
Hong Kong, their misery
would multiply ten -fold
"The educational system
in Hong Kong is one of rote
learning," said Dr. Chester
A.
Winton,
associate
professor of sociology and
assistant to Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns.
"Students in Hong Kong
have remarkable memories
but little analytic ability,"
said Winton. "They take
down everything you say
even the jokes."
CLASSES
TAUGHT
BILINGUALLY
his
taught
Winton
sociology classes in English,
though he had tutors in class
would
interject
who

r--
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examples in Cantonese
This, he said, represented
a drastic change over the
past se),-..ral years. There
are, he explained, two high
school systems in Hong
Kong. One of these is ta.ight
strictly in chinese, the other
bilingually.
Formerly,
said, the
Chinese University was open
only to those who had attended the all-Chinese high
schools.
Hong Kong, however, is a
British colony and is
governed by people who
speak English. Therefore,
said Winton, "It became
important for business
reasons for students to learn
English, so more were entering the bilingual high
schools."
Eventually, he said,
"There were not enough
students coming out of the
Chinese high schools to
support the university, so it
started drawing students
from both tracts."
Those coming out of the
Chinese high schools have a
particularly difficult time at
the Chinese University, even
though they are required to
take English before entering, said Winton.
For example, finishing
reading assignments proved
to be a monumental task for
Chinese students. Although
the
average
reading
assignment was only eight or
so pages a week, Winton said
he was lucky if 25 per cent of
the students coinpieted it.
system linked to crime
The educational system,
said Winton, has in part
contributed to many of Hong
Kong’s social problems.
Among them is crime.
Since Hong Kong’s schools
are so selective, there exists,
said Winton, a large number

Dr. C.A. Winton
of 13-and-14-year-olds who
have finished their schooling
but are not yet ready to join
the labor force, and lacking
anything else to do, have
taken to joining gangs.
Winton also feels the
school system has contributed to preserving an
economic status quo in Hong
Kong.
"Since success at the
Chinese University is largely
to
ability
on
based
memorize," said Winton,
"the students most likely to
get in are of course thc ones
with best resources to
memorize.
"These people, of course,
are the ones with the fewest
their
in
distractions
everyday lives, people with
money who don’t have to
scrap everyday for a living.
He said the rest of his
students were mainly those
"from families which pooled
all their resources to send
one member to college."
This, he said, is a
phenomenon peculiar to

Hong Kong.A person in Hong
Kong is a representative of
his family, not himself. He is
not an individual; he is a
member of a clan and must
support his clansmen.
"I had tutors who lived on
20 per cent of their income
and sent the other 80 per cent
to their relatives," he
recalled. "There is no Social
Security, so old people have
to live off their children."
This concept of group
Identity made it very difficult for Winton to teach
certain sociological concepts. "When I started
talking about personal
autonomy and controlling
one’s own destiny, the
students could not empathize
with it.
"In family life," he said,
their
obey
"children
parents: in politics Hong
Kong does what London tells
them to do; in education you
do what the teacher says."
He admitted, "I don’t think
I succeeded in getting some
kinds of theory across."
All of this led him to
conclude, "Sociological
theory is biased in Western
European tradition and has
limited applicability in the
Far East and in Third World
countries."

Spartan Bookstore
I The Official On Campus Bookstore 1

New 8 Used Books

OPEN OAILY FROM 7:15 AM
SATURPAY 12 NOON TO 4 PM

Students in Hong Kong,
said Winton, suffer intense
identity crises on both
cultural and political levels.
VALUES CONFLICT
Culturally, students experience a conflict between
the traditional Eastern
values and the newer
Western ones, said Winton.
meeting
are
They
resistance, he said, from an
older generation "which
doesn’t want to be the last
one supported by its
children."
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Off-campus degrees
possible in program

SJSU students
try ’rappelling’
with local ROTC
SJSU students overcame
their
butterflies
in
stomaches when they joined
the ROTC sponsored rappelling exercise Tuesday.
By midday about 15
students who were not in the
ROTC program had gone
through the short training
course and off a ledge
located just under the top of
a 75-foot training tower.
Rappelling is a method of
descending steep cliffs or
walls using ropes and other
climbing apparatuses.
"Everyone who has been
here today has loved it," said
M. Sgt. Clarence Lovejoy,
who was in charge of the
rappelling exercise at the
fire department on Montgomery Street.
"Some of the young ladies
were a bit hesitant at first,
but they all came back and
did it again. Most of the guys
didn’t care, they just went.
They were a little scared, but
it’s natural," he said.
Cindy Colantuono, a freshman biology major involved
in the ROTC program,
described her first descent
as "super."
"I loved it. It really is a lot
of fun," she said as she
struggled out of her harness.
"You should have heard
her when she first looked
over the edge," Lovejoy
laughed. "She turned around
and said, ‘No way. No way’."
enlittle
With
a
couragement from Lovejoy,
Colantuono was going down

SJSU is among five examinations which test derwrite costs for their
knowledge personnel) averages $46 per
and
California skills
Northern
universities participating in students already have unit in the busiess administration B.A. program
a new bachelor of arts acquired.
A San Francisco-based and $48 per unit in the
program in business administration which will coordinator, will travel to statewide M.P.A. program
as fast as she could, and then
enable students to earn centrally located Northern McCabe said.
hurrying back up ten flights
California sites. He will work
degrees off-campus.
of stairs.
Residents throughout the with faculty from each of the
Dave Allard, an adstate will also be able to earn campuses to oversee the
ministration of justice
of
master’s degrees in public academic
progress
major, was a bit more
administration under the students in various modes of
sceptical as he went off the
study.
same program.
ledge.
Despite the program’s
The degrees will be the
"The inside of my pants
first to be awarded without flexibility, it will provide the
business
will tell the story," he said,
basic
reference to specific cam- same
his voice trailing off as he
puses and instead will be background required of fulldescended.
conferred on behalf of the time -on campus -business
also
Once on the ground he was
entire California State majors. The B.A. program
all smiles.
will be avilable only to
University system.
"It was all right, but I’m
Chancellor Glenn
S. students qualifying for upper
not going back up. I would,
Dumke
described
the division standing.
but I’ve got to get back to
Cost to students ( or to
program, which starts this
work," he said.
fall,
as
a
milestone employers who have ina
Croonquist,
Mike
development in use of dicated willingness to unbusiness major, seemed to
system -wide resources to
enjoy himself. He grinned all
provide
degree -earning
the way down.
opportunities through of"It was really nice. I’m
campus studies.
going back up," he said.
Students will be in close
Croonquist said he had
touch with supervising
seen Green Berets doing this
faculty "mentors" and will
sort of thing and thought it
do most course work in their
would be fun to try.
home communities through
Lovejoy, who spent seven
.directed studies, TV inyears in Southeast Asia as a
struction and special locally
Green Beret, said he had
scheduled classes.
done it so many time rapOther options include
pelling was no longer much
attending either regular or
fun.
extension credit classis
However, he said, "It’s fun Captain Barbara and Cindy Colantuono at local fire station offered by any of the five
teaching these people. The
campuses, and earning
A metal ring, known as a speed by loosening or bottom of the rope, known as credit
main thing is getting them to
passing
by
realize that they are per- snap link, is fastened to a tightening his grip on the a belayer, pulls the rope
fectly safe, even though they knot on the Swiss seat, and rope. The rope is held with taunt and reduces the speed
are hanging in midair, 50 then attached to the doubled the left hand above the of the person coming down.
This is the first year the
feet above the ground," he rope hanging down the side head and wrapped half way
around the waist, where it is exercise was open to the
of the tower.
explained.
public, but it may become an
Gloves are worn to protect held by the right hand.
Rope is wound around the
TUESDAY
Should the rappeller loose annual event, according to
person’s waist, around and hands from friction burns as
6:30 p.m. MIXED HDCP TRIO
his grip and fall swiftly, a Capt. James Barbara, ROTC
through his legs. This set up they slid down the rope.
A class entitled World
The rappeller controls his person stationed at the instructor.
is known as a "Swiss seat."
WEDNESDAY
Economics in the ’70’s will
6:30 p.m. WED. MIXED FOURS
begin at 12:30 p.m. today in
9:00 p.m. PETERSON POINT TRIO
the S.U. Umunhum Room.
THURSDAY
Sponsored
by
A.S.
6:30 p.m. THURS. MIXED FOURS
Experimental College, the
class will be taught by David
SIGN-UPS INDIVIDUALLY, OR AS A TEAM.
Landes, Andy Parnes, and
UNTIL FRIDAY, SEPT. 13
Gayle Southworth, all former temporary lecturers in
Information At The Desk
the economics department
who were released by the
Consumer Switchboard, SJSU’s student-run consumer students. Clarkson points out proudly two of last year’s university.
information and complaint service, will open for its third campus projects, the A.S. Bike Shop and the Used books
World Economics in the
semester Monday, according to switchboard director Bill expose.
’70s is a two-hour class to be
Clarkson.
The A.S. Bike Shop purposed several years ago, became a held every Thursday.
The switchboard, a New College Class, will again operate a reality as an outgrowth of bicycling project done for the
telephone advisement program to receive complaints daily switchboard.
THE NAME SATISFACTION
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The switchboard telephone
Clarson said the switchboard may become involved in such
MADE FAMOUS
number is 277-2132.
projects as starting a campus food co-op, discount record
The purpose of the advisement service, according to shop, and bicycle parkin lot in the next semester.
40 South Fust
Also Clarkson forsees, due to returning students, "more
Clarkson, is to help consumers with a complaint what they
San Jose
can do about their problem. "We feed them all the options experienced people dealing with the problems." He sees, too,
279-1681
student specializing in various area, such as one student who
they are able to pursue," he said.
EN Ni
During the last semester, students in the switchboard will serve as small claims court counselor for the coming
CAMERA
program were required to write a project on some facet of semester.
consumerism and do a radio speech on the project over
Clarkson also said the switchboard is a non-professional
KSJO. With a change in ICSJO’s format, Clarkson has service on a limited budget. If the switchboard gets a
changed the direction of the class projects.
problem they cannot handle, they will, according to
More campus oriented projects will be required of the Clarkson, direct the consumer to a public agency that may be

MART Y’S
PLACE

Lunch Special
t1.19
Chile and Bev.
Fresh Sandwiches

852 Park Ave.
San Jose, Cal.

Former econ
profs begin
class today

A.S. bike
Switch board started
shop opens
third floor
of S.U.;

FALL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING

Complaint phone open

1,e Veto, the AS. bike
repair shop, has opened for
the fall semester. The shop,
located on the third level of
the Student Union, is open
daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"We’re trying to provide
low cost repairs and parts to
the students, staff and
faculty of San Jose State,"
said Bill Sampson, director
of the bike shop.
The biggest complaints
about the bike shops around
the campus area, according
to Sampson, are high prices
and long waits for service.
’Our prices are as much as 50
per cent below other shops,"
he said, and we’re offering
one day service."
Interest in an A.S. bike
repair shop started about
three years ago. Parts were
purdased, but the project
died when no location for the
shcp could be found, said
Sampson.
The project was taken up
again last spring through the
Consumer Switchboard
class. The present location in
the Student Union, between
the Pacheco Room and A.S.
Council Chambers, was
secured and the shop opened
last May.

STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA 277-3226

SAVE ON

BACK TO SCHOOL

Campus felony crime rising
Felony crimes at SJSU including the South Campus,
have risen 62 per cent the Spartan City Housing,
first six months of this year Spartan Stadium, a storage
over the same period last building on Fifth and Martha
year, reported Larry James, streets and North Campus
administrative assistant to Aeronautics Departments.
thc chief of university police.
The areas hardest hit by
Misdemeanor crimes are the felony crime
wave are
down 1.3 per cent from last the north and south campus
year, but total arrests during parking garages, the
Student
the last six months have Union and the men’s gym,
increased by 231 per cent.
said James.
These statistics reflect all
The library has had petty
crimes on SJSU property, thefts, burglaries and cases

of indecent exposure,
said.

he

But SJSU crime is not
caused by SJSU people,
assured James. Less than 10
per cent of university crime
is committed by persons
affiliated with the university, James said.
Nor is SJSU crime caused
by persons living in the two
drug recovery halfway
houses or the five alcohol
recovery halfway houses

near the campus, stated
James.
"People in halfway houses
have been involved in a very
minor amount of crime on
campus,"
James said it was impossible to categorize the
types of people that commit
crimes at this university, but
he did say professional
criminals like to go to the
universities because they
think schools are easy
"hits."

LOW PRICES
-NAME BRANDS COMPLETE DARKROOM
AND CHEMICAL
SUPPLIES
FROM AMATEUR
TO PROFESSIONAL special FILM prices
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ACCESSORIES
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FULL INVENTORY
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Campus Briefs
SJSU student Alvin Hasin
is looking for three or more
full time administration of
justice majors who would be
interested in starting a
competition pistol team. The
team would attend police
sponsored
matches
throughout the state. Hasin
said he can be contacted by
calling 296-2806.
Students accepted by SJSU
but not yet enrolled may
continue to register for fall
semester classes until
Friday. Sept. 20, according
to Clyde Brewer, director
admissions and records.
see
Minority business students
will have a chance to reduce

interview "jitters" through
mock interview exercises 10
a.m. to noon today in the S.U.
Guadalupe R. m. The
session is being sponsored by
the Career Planning and
Placement Center.
e is
Free guided tours through
the SJSU library are being
conducted daily through
Sept. 20 at the following
times: 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.
and 2:30 p.m. Students
taking the 45 minute tour
should meet at the main
entrance in the central wing
of the library.
A campus club formed last
the
May to increase

awareness of homosexuals Building, Room 1, according
on campus will meet tonight to Dr. Margaret Williams,
at 8 in the S.U. Almaden class instructor.
Room.
All nursing majors are
asked to notify the Nursing
Jewish students interested Department of their current
in attending Rosh Hashana address. Nursing majors
services are invited to should also check with the
worship at Temple Emanu-el department for recent
located at the corner of requirement changes.
University Avenue and
OS
Myrtle Street.
Rosh Hashana services
Applications for California
will be held at 7 p.m. Monday State Scholarships for the
and 8:30 a.m. Tuesday.
197546 academic year are
I..
now available in the
A special eight -week Financial Aids Office, Room
literature course designed 234 of the Administration
particularly
for
older Building. The amount of the
students will meet from scholarship is based on
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow financial need. The deadline
Home
Economics for filing is Nov. 22.
in

11-1’ fi(IN
8ZThursday and Friday
all day
at the office of Veleran’ Affairs
Building R
Free Refreshments

Vets - Come up and see us
sometime!
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Veteran boaters
seek soccer title
By Mike Lefkow
Calling his squad wellbalanced and experienced,
SJSU soccer coach Julie
Menendez feels that his team
will be a prime contender for
the West Coast Intercollegiate
Conference
(WCIC) crown again this
year.

Joaquin Villtegas

Spartans Gary St.Clair stops shot

concern on defense is at
fullback and assistant coach
Nick Nocolas calls Bob Koch
and Ed Pitney among the
best in the league.
The
mid -line
needs
strengthening, as John
Smillie, a junior college
transfer from De Anza has
been carrying the weigh’.
Nicolas believes that smillie
Menendez concedes the is going to need help if the
Favorite’s role to the mid-line
University of San Francisco,
needs
mid-line
The
last year’s champion, but strengthening, as John
claims
that
Stanford, Smillie, a junior college
California and Santa Clara transfer from De Anza has
as well as the Spartans are been carrying the weight.
all strong enough to dethrone Nicolas believes thai Smillie
the Dons. SJSU’s last is going to need help if the
championship was in 1972 mid-line is to be really efand it has won the WCIC title fective.
six times since the league
The offense presents the
was formed ten years ago. biggest
question
for
USF has won the other four Menendez. There is plenty of
championships.
talent and depth, but finding
The defense is probably a solid combination of forSan Jose’s strongest unit. wards has kept the offense in
Led by All-America can- question. However, the
didate Gary St. Clair as upcoming Olympic coach is
goalie, the Spartan defense not worried as the Spartans
is made up entirely of juniors have scored six goals in their
and seniors, save one, first two games.
sophomore fullback Misrahi
Nicolas thinks the biggest
Ovadia. The only cause for problem with the offense

SJSU water poloists
seek 5th PCAA title
By Mike Romito
It’s been seven yeafe siece
the SJSU water polo team
won the NCAA title, and
newly named head coach
Mike Monsees is enthusiastic
about the upcoming season
and the team’s bid for the
national championship.
"We’ve got one of the
quickest teams in college
water polo," said coach
Monsees, who replaced
West Valley Junior College
bound Sheldon Ellsworth.
"It’s one of the strongest
teams I’ve ever seen."
The Spartans will be
aiming for their fifth consecutive Pacific Coast
Athletic Association water
polo title, in the short six
year history of the league.
SJSU has dominated the
PCAA polo scene the last
four years, and along with its
impressive titles have come
many All-American choices.
In fact, this season’s squad
has five J.C. and high school
All-Americans on the roster,
including 11 returnees of
which four are seniors.
Monsees praised the
abilities of veteran senior
goalie Ed White, and former

Rick Murphy

Ed White protects Spartan goal
Mann Junior College AllAmerican Bob Dunker in
their pre -season scrimmages at their home pool on
the De Anza Junior College
campus.
The Spartans will also be

counting heavily on the
talents of Mike Speckman,
an All-American from San
Mateo J.C., Vince DeFrank,
an All-American from
Chicago, Glen Simpson, and
Tuck Curren.

Jeff Deane, a 8’5"
sortomore and former high
school All-American from
Lynbrook High in San Jose
will add depth to the squad.
SJSU finished first in the
PCAA with an 8-0 record last
season, and took fifth in the
NCAA following a 7-5 loss to
USC.
The Spartans .nay get
another crack at U6C when
they open the water polo
season in the U.C. Irvine
Tournament Sept 21-22, in
Irvine.
The two-day tournament
will include water polo
power houses such as UCLA,
USC,
Stanford,
AAU
champian
Fullerton,
Berkeley, Davis, Irvine, and
Long Beach.
"The Irvine tournament is
one of the toughest, if not the
toughest competition we will
face," said Monsees.
The Spartans are also
scheduled to play individual
contests
against
San
Francisco State, Fullerton,
San Diego State, USC,
Berkeley, Fresno, UOP,
Stanford, Davis, and Santa
Barbara.
The team opened regular
practice sessions Sept 3, at
DeAnza.

Intramural
Blend of youth,experience
sports now
organizing on SJSU distance squad
By Steve Lopez
By Mike Romito
SJSU students will get
Cross country coach Don
their chance to enter the Riggs will field a young but
sports limelight this fall in experienced team
this
intramural
sports season backed by the strong
the
program offered by the distance running of junior
Associated St udents Leisure Bob Eberts and sophmore
Services ( ASLS) depart- Dan Gruber.
ment.
Eberts placed fifth in the
Men’s women’s and co-ed
leagues will be offered in Pacific Coast Athletic
was SJSU’s
football (touch for men and Association and
while
flag for women), basketball, 1973-74 Scholar Athlete
two -aside volleyball and Gruber placed third as a
freshman in the conference.
inner tube water polo.
"We have a young team
Those interested can sign
up individually or in teams. but there’s people that have
Tony Garcia, student shown leadership," said
assistant at the ASIS, urges coach Riggs. "I’m very
residence halls to organize pleased with the shape the
teams for the leagues. But team is in and they’ve looked
Garcia adds that persons tough the past three weeks of
signing up individually will practice."
Junior running sensation
be teamed together.
Rosters for football can be Mark Schilling will be redpicked up in the ASLS office shirted this season according
(on Seventh Street adjacent to Riggs. It is reported that
Schilling will sit out the cross
to the student union).
A $10 forfeit fee must be country season so he can
paid at the A.S. Business concentcentrate on the 1975
Office (in the student union) track season
Schilling, SJSU’s premier
and returned to the ASIS
miler, is the first Spartan to
office by Sept. 20.
A captain’s meeting will be break the four-minute mile.
held in Cafeteria "A", Sept. Schilling turned in a 3:58.6
24,
with league play clocking at the 1973 NCAA
finals.
beginning Sept. 30.
Returning to the cross
Football officials are
needed for the league. country squad are juniors
Applications can be picked Rudi Krause, Wayne Hurst,
up in the AS1S office and Rich Walker and Ebert. The
must be returned by Sept. 17. sophomore runners are
Basketball sign ups will be Marc Genet, Pat Dutzi and
taken Oct. 7 to 21, volleyball Gruber.
Three prep standouts this
sign ups Oct. 7-18 and inner
tube water polo registrations year are Mike Kamer from
Mountain View’s St. Francis
Oct. 28 - Nov. 8.

High; Rusty Nahirney, of
in
High
Washington
Fremont; and John Musich
of Burbank.
The Spartans, who placed
third the last two PCAA
seasons open their cross
country season at the Fresno

Invitational II a.m. Sept 28
Also scheduled this year is
the Chico Invitational, the
Davis Invitational, Stanford,
Cal, Cal Poly, Utah, and the
PCAA championships in
Fresno.

Sports briefs
Staff predicts games
If you like predicting the outcome of football games and
want to compare your knowledge to that of the Daily’s sports
staff, here is your chance.
Each week during the football season sports editor Blaise
Castren, sports reporters Mike Lefkow, Steve Lopez, Mike
Romito, and Bonnie Richardson will try to predict the outcome of 15 college and pro games. The predictions will be
published every Friday and the results will be published on
Tuesdays.

Playboy tabs Spartans 2nd
Playboy magazine, whose usual purpose is keeping young
men warm on cold winter nights, has predicted a 9-3 record
for SJSU in its annual football predictions.
The monthly publication chose San Diego State University
as the winner of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association title
with a 9-2 record, saying the Spartans will closely pursue
them.
Playboy notes that S.SU enjoyed its first winning season
last year since 1961. It also calls the Spartans passing attack
potent, the running game improved, and the defense as
returning en masse.

Womens’s basket ball open
All women students interested in participating on the 1974
Women’s Intercollegiate Basketball team should enroll
before Sept. 27. Enroll at Women’s physical education office
151. According to coach Carolyn Lewis those students unable
to enroll may contact her in PER 154, ext. 7-3540

thus far has been a lack of
imagination in its attack. He
added that as the season
wears on, that particular
aspect of the game should
improve. Senior forwards
Ken Davis and Ken Zylker
lead the offense along with
Smillie.

The schedule for San Jose
is tough this year. Besides
playing the members of its
own conference, a conference Menendez calls the
toughest on the West Coast,
the Spartans must face
UCLA in a non-league game
Oct 19, at Spartan Stadium.
San Jose will also play in
two tournaments. The big
one is the University of
Washington Invitational in
Seattle. The participating
teams include a good
Washington team, USF and
St. Louis University, winners
of the NCAA soccer championship 12 of the last 15
years.
The Spartans will also play
in the Chico Tournament,
which features such strong
soccer schools as Fullerton
State and Chico State.
The significance of a tough
schedule is especially important in soccer, for unlike
most sports, getting invited
to the NCAA playoffs
depends on the total season
record, not just on the
conference record as in most
sports. The pressure of
winning a non-league game
becomes just as important
as winning a conference
game, for winning a league
crown will not guarantee a
play off invitation.

SJSU healthy for FSU
SJSU will field a fairly
healthy squad at Spartan
Stadium Saturday night
against the Fresno State
Bulldogs in the 1974 Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
football opener.
The Spartans, 47-10 winners over Santa Clara
University last Saturday,
will be without the services
of sophomore running back
Bob I idouceur and senior
Gary
end
defensive
Williams.
But head coach Darryl
Rogers reports most the
squad is in good health with
the exception of the two who
were both injured in the
Santa Clara game.
Ladouceur, who scampered around the right side
for 15 yards and the
score
Spartans’
first
Saturday, later suffered a
separated shoulder and will
be out at least eight weeks.
Williams was originally
feared to have suffered a
broken collar bone, but
Rogers said the injury is now
believed to be a less serious
shoulder problem.
Rogers said Williams may
be back in action as soon as
two weeks.
Mary
back
Running
Stewart, a transfer from San
Jose City College where he
rewrote the rushing record
book, will be ready for the
bulldogs after being held out
last week with a charley
horse.

down pass with four seconds
left to earn a 14-12 win.
Spartan quarterback
Craig Kimball, who passed
for 247 yards against Santa
Clara, is nearing a total
offense all-time mark.
The senior signal-caller
now totals 3,726 total yards,
just 151 short of the record
set by Ken Berry (1963-65).
Plenty of tickets are still
available for the 7:30 p.m.
game. Ticket prices are $5
reserved, $3.50 general, $2
students ancfs$7.50 for the
family plan.

Tickets can be pur chased
on campus at the cashier’s
office, S. Seveeth and E. San
Fernando Streets and at the
Spartan Gym Box office, S.
Fourth and San Carlos
Streets.
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Admission
Test
Review Course
and

Preparation for UCSF Performance Test
0

offered for
Fall examination
Sunday Sept. 22 at Berkeley

CALL FOR INFO 841 - 8635

Fresno State is 0-1-0,
following a frustrating loss
to Cal Poly Pomona in the
Bulldog’s home opener in
Radcliffe Stadium Saturday.
Cal Poly struck late in the
game, scoring on a touch-

NATIONAL
M.C.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Box 6129 San Rafael CA. 94903
(415) 841-8635

Anatomy of a Root

Tonight the Spartans will
play their third game of the
young season against the San
Francisco Greek American
of the Northern California
semi-professional soccer
league. The Spartans will go
into the game with a 2-0
record. Game time is 8 p.m.
at Spartan Stadium.
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City feet need Roots.

So. 4th & E. Williams

CLASSIFIED 1
Honda ’70 Scrambler, trail 0avar
5e75 or offer cash," First Nat,
Credit Card Phone or see eves 797
4773
Ceramist Basic Youth If you need a
"de. or have a car call 277 .979

Estate sale typewriter. to. old turn
mattresses mooch o.044411.914hOS
Sept 14 and IS 96 pnt 1210
Gieneederi Wy Si
The Darkroom
IllS 1rd St
San Jose, Ca
Used Equipment Sale
Nikkor 135mrn Telephoto Lens S165
E Nikkor 50mrn F 20 Lens ’6000
tsitim Enlar3ing Lenses .7 50
Several Enlargins lenses to choose

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Students lnt.r.steO n competence
or
tournaments,
badminton,
possible club. contact Roger Hedge.
425 South 14th St 293 9290 for in
formation
Red IL White Yamaha 650 was stolen
from the corner of San Fernando ai
7th last Friday If you nave any
Information. call 250 4796
Friday Flicks presents The Day alike
Jackal A top professional assassin
is hired to kill Charles De Gaulle
Fri 9 13. 7 & 10 p rn Morris Dailey
Aud A Continuing Service PrOlect
by Alpha Phi Omega

FOR SALE
450 Honda CL. most sell Only 0000
miles $750 or best offer Contact
Bernie at 374 2410 eat 130 (work) Or
1091 ROewIll Dr S
Mobile Home. 11.35 I bOr IT eon cOnd
Set up in shady adult park w lawns
trees $2500 cash Phone 292 4150
Typewriter, 1 Standard, 1 portable 125
each Leather briefcase $300 Comfy
desk chair $12 Phone 797 6079
65 Ford Cammr.Van fbrgls lop, range
and cern. sink, icebox. etc sleeps 4.
ecOn 6 cyl, 3 spd, no coed 51995
Phone 343 2127

HELP WANTED

Large) bedroom apt , 17 South FOtt,
W to W rugs. Some furniture t00.
S160 mo Phone 269 0946 or 797 7149
Furnished Rooms for Rent Female
Only I. blocks t40111 camp., All
on, Pd Washer ai dryer facilities.
new turn , retriij in ea ern . plus
parking Must see to appreciate 4e I
So 6th St Single lam SOO 00. Double
Pm SSS 00 Phone 297 4057 Mrs.
Rodger

Dishwasher and Counter Person far
luncheon rest
t. Call -Our
Place," 990,3259.

Quiet upstairs rm in private hOme
near SJSU for straight serious male
student No drinking 297 6079

, 13.00 hr Interview
Sales
housewives door to door, distribute
advertising on low cost 10.2,11, and
make appointments for Our sales
people Sales background required
and must like meeting people Mr
See. 791 4900

Female to share 3 DOT. apt (near
campus) with 3 Other girls 553.50
plus utilities Call 297.7719

PerEllme an Full Time Chevron
station attendant. close 10 campus.
Morning or afternoon. Mon. through
Fri.. $200 per hour. Phone 193.0700.
695 W. San Carlos.
Part Time,
DriverVerelossisemano
steady 5 h4S daily. 1%.*Ars
mornings or afternoons 59 90 hr
Cold storage meat Co 2911

Teacher to Share 3 bedroom house
with one roommate only Choice of
room, study area. close to bus line
VII Cottontail, S.J Call 2070606 from
3 30- 5103 or visit house after 5 30
p.m 575-S100
ReeM at Washburn Hall Selling
female only Call 277 0049 for further
information

PERSONALS

SERVICES
Writing and Research assistance
Typing and editing can 226 WO.
Babysitling in my home-ClOse to
campus Full time or part time Call
0922195
theses,
Typing Term
dissertations Close to campus 999
1669

Peoing-son & blk ’emote 4441. apprise
,4-1 yr. old Inquire 600 S 9th St
Apt S. S 7 p m
W.0 P
and voice defect is looking for a
lasting relationship with an on
derstanding female Call 2912300
atter 5 pm

Classified Rates
One
day

S ine. $1.50
4 lines
ZOO
2.50
5 lines
S ine. 3.00
Each additional line

Add

.50

three F Our
days days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25 2.40 2.50
2.75 2.90 3.00
3.25 3.40 3.50
3.75 3.90 4.00
.50

.50

Five
days

Mustang 1966. 2119 Automatic Moving
must sell. Good Condition 1400.00
After 6 00 p m 7321217

Sell it
with a
Spartan Daily
Classified
Advertisement.
211-3115

.50

Cheek a Classification
I Help Wanted
ainnounsinuants
I) Housing
( ) Lost and Found

(Count approx. 1 7 letters and spaces for each line)

Each addll
(onal day

Minimum Three lintle One Day

) Automotive
) For Sale

Journey Mechanic will save you $ on
auto rewirs Maim repairs en
foreign crs. Minor only on
American cars Ex. VW tune-up $25
total all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 2953771

Print Your Ad Here:

Two
days

.50

AUTOMOTIVE

HOUSING
3 Bedroom House on S 11th Street $210
mo on 1 yr lease Call 2937464

.35
.35
.35
.35

Peons

Print Name
Address
city

Enclosed IS $

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
( ) Personals
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
( ) Services
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
( ) Transportation CALIF 15114

Deadline,

F or_Daya

Two days prior to
Publication
ConsecutIve publication dates
only
No refund(’ on cancelled ads

Page 8, September 12, 1974

UFW slates
boycott week,
free film show

Controversy: grant amnesty?
FROM PAGE!
argument
The
basic
against outright amnesty,
and the justification for a
requirement of conditions,
centers on the concept of
service.
To allow those who refused
to serve, or deserted, to
return unpunished, argue
advocates of this position,
would not be fair to those
who did go despite their own

personal feelings about the
war. Some term of service to
the country should be
required, they insist.
In addition, a line is drawn
between draft dodgers and
deserters. The latter are still
subject to the Uniform Code
of Military Justice and thus
the
under
remain
jurisdiction of the Pentagon.
Military spokesmen
maintain that to release

these men from armed
forces control would be
disastrous to morale within
the military.
On the other side are
supporters of unconditional
amnessty. Their argument is
based on the concept that the
Vietnam war was wrong
from the start. They say
those who opposed it, either
vocally by protesting, or
silently by going un-

Glen A. Hill

A $3 million bill to finance
care
child
campus
development centers rests
on Gov. Reagan’s desk
awaiting his decisior.

A request to include
homosexuals in San Jose’s
Affirmative Action plan was
referred to the Human
Relations Commission by the
Tuesday
city
council
evening. The Commission
will take up the issue at is
September 25, meeting,.
was
proposal
The
by
Spencer
presented
Nutting, 21, a journalismsociology major at SJSU and
member of the Gay Students
Union, in hopes of ultimately
gaining
a
seat
for
homosexuals on the city’s
Affirmative Action Committee.
SEVEN PER CENT GAY
"Seven per cent of San
Jose’s population is gay,"
Nutting told the council. The
figure is derived from the
1948 Kinsey Report.
"The Affirmative Action
plan helps protect certain
minorities," said Nutting,
"but one minority it doesn’t
protect is homosexuals."
A seat on the committee
would give gays an opportunity to have incidences
of
discrimination
inespecially
vestigated,
regarding housing and jobs,
according to Nutting.
NOT IN VEST1GATED

The bill, introduced by
John
Assemblyman
Vasconcellos, (D-San Jose),
would provide 75 per cent
state financing forchild care
centers on each campus of
California’s three college
and university systems.
The bill would bring as
much as $750,000 to the SJSU
campus, according to Ted
Virts, director of the SJSU
Child Day Care Center.

WASHINGTON (AP) U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica Wednesday refused a
request from defendant H.
R. Haldeman to delay further the Watergate cover-up
trial scheduled to begin Sept.
30.
Sirica also turned down a
request from another of the
six defendants, Gordon
Strachan, that charges
against him he dropped
THE ORIGINAL
.3 STRIPE
SHOE

Lowest priority would be for
parents with the highest
income.
Part-time students would
be eligible for child care
services on a part-time basis
only, in relation to their
school and employment
schedules.

service by questioning
whether taking part in the
war in Indochina was indeed
service to the country.
Rather than ask war
resisters to justify their
actions to the families of
those who participated in the
war, they believe the
government should justify
its conduct of the war to
those on whom it imposed
the burden of service.

N
[GET YOURS NOW
FURNITURE
RENTSTUDENT
DISCOUNT
SPECIAL

MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL
LOW RENTAL RATES
FAST DELIVERY
WIDE SELECTION
PURCHASE OPTION

San Mateo
San Francisco
San Jose

Gra rilieet0
(415) 349-5212
(415) 673-6700
(408) 249-2410

-dr

Expose Going Places? Something
to Sell?
the Facts!

The legislation states that
"the lack of available
campus child development
centers often results in
denying single parents and
low-income parents access
to (higher) education."
The current program at
SJSU includes only lowwith
students
income
children between 21/2 and 5.
Virts said the new money
could be used to expand on
present programs, including
a day care center for night
students, and if additional
facilities could be located, a
center for infants under two

"I know of cases," he
asserted, "but I can’t
document them. Cases are
not usually investigated
unless they’re taken to court,
and many people can’t afford to go to court."

Haldeman
delay axed

porters of conditional amnesty say that the determinatk of who did wht for
which reasons is a crucial
issue.
Advocates of a blanket
amnesty maintain that this
is not a valid consideration.
They argue that it is the
government which should
answer for its conduct, not
the resisters for theirs.
They answer the issue of

Day care bill
awaits action

Affirmative
Action seat

Accompanying Nutting
was Arthur Corbin, a
member of Stanford’s Gay
Peoples Union. Noting Palo
Alto’s Affirmative Action
policy is under review, and
that homosexuals are included in that review, Corvin
cited a basic contrast between homosexuals and other
minorities.
"We did not ask for a
quota," he said. "We are
already represented at all
levels of city administration.
TRAINING PROGRAM
The Stanford union has
prepared
a
four-hour
training program on gay life
styles for presentation to the
Palo Alto Police Department
on September 18 as a means
of
breaking
down
stereotypes and misconceptions
concerning
homosexuals.
In San Jose, according to
Nutting, an approach has
been made to the captain of
the SJPD vice squad in
response to "an upsurge of
gay busts," primarily in St.
James Park.

derground or leaving the
country, should not be
punished for being right on
the war, but wrong in the
eyes of the law.
There is a substantial
diffenence of opinion on the
motivation of draft dodgers
and deserters. Personal
convenience is often charged
as one contributing factor,
weighting far more than
convirtions.Suppersonal

The SJSU United Farm
Workers (UM) support
committee is currently
sponsoring an "International
Grape & Lettuce Boycott
Week."
The purpose of the boycott
is to protest I.ucky’s
marketing of non-union
grapes and lettuce.
A tree showing of
"Sweatshops in the Sun" win
be shown Sunday at 7:30
p.m. at Hardeman Hall,
Willow and Locust streets.

Virts, co-ordinator of the
Council of California State
University and College
Campus Child Centers, said
this bill would allow interested student groups to
form their own child care
centers off campus in areas
where none exist, or if they
are unsatisfied with existing
facilities.

Penni Giaciston

IN THE
’PERSONALS’

SEE
’TRANSPORTATION’

PUT IT UP
’FOR SALE’

USE THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS!

Under the bill, children of
student parents with the
highest income deficit would
have the highest priority

PHONE 277-3175

Painters touch up window sills in the Daily office

rq-P-1
California consumption
of spirits rises sharply
SACRAMENTO( AP)
Californians guzzled more
beer, wine and distilled
spirits in the last year than
ever before, the State Board
of Equalization reported
Wednesday.
The tax board said 20.7
gallons of beer were quaffed
for every resident of the
state in the fiscal year ending June 30. The total figure
of nearly 419 million gallons
was 6.4 per cent higher than
the previous year.
Distilled spirits were
consumed at the rate of 2.41
gallons per Californian, with
the total of more then 50
million gallons up 3.8 per
cent from last year, the
board said.
ALL SIZE
Over 100 models in ,f,e
Open Swot, .

However,
wine
consumption increased only a
tenth of one per cent and
dropped slightly per capita
to 3.53 gallons. The board
said the increase was the

smallest since 1955-56.
Rising prices and a boycott
of some brands by the United
Farm Workers of America
may have cut into wine
sales, the board said.

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the ability and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy’s Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about
200 outstanding college graduates. There’s a
Navy Recruiting Officer ready to give you all the
details on how you can become someone special
in the new Navy.

1154 Saratoga Ave., S.J 290-5777
1785 Hillsdale Ave., S.J. 265-1424

10% OFF
ON ALL
ART SUPPLIES

PADS
RAPIDOGRAPH SETS
CASTEL PRODUCTS
ANYTHING YOU NEED
THRU OCTOBER 31 1974

GRAND OPENING!
Our New San Jose Paint and
Wallpaper Co. at Valley Fair
Happening Sept. 19, 12 Noon!

iTe -44 F41

adidas
THE
INSTEP

Fine art material/
drafting supplier
commercial art supplier

Lt. Stanley Smith will be at the Aero.
Campus Sept. 16-20, from 9:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m., to answer any
questions about the Nucleur Navy.

son joie paint
and wallpaper co.

111%\

Volley FairSan Jore.248-4171
365 San Antonio Rd. Mt.View.941-3600

